
8u Modified Kid Pitch Rules
These rules supplement the McKinney Baseball & Softball Association Policies and Procedures Affecting All Divisions document.

1) Field set-up:
a) The home team will occupy the 1st base dugout; the visiting team the 3rd base dugout.
b) The recommended distance for the base paths is 65’, and the pitching distance is 43’.  However, if for some reason the bases or pitcher’s

rubber plate is not set up at this distance, any other reasonable distance as determined by the coaches may be used.
2) Equipment:

a) Balls. Prior to the season, MBSA provides each coach with regulation baseballs which must be used for all games.  Each team will provide
the umpire with 1 new baseball and 1 slightly used (or new) baseball prior to each game.  Teams may put their initials on the baseballs in
small letters and retrieve their balls after the game (except in tournaments, where the balls are used for multiple games).

b) Bats. Nearly all youth baseball bats come in one of two forms:  2 ¼” diameter barrel and 2 5/8” diameter “big barrel” bats.  Bats with a
barrel diameter larger than 2 ¼” with either a drop of more than -10 or marked as a coach-pitch bat will not be allowed to be used in
MBSA unless it has an approval stamp with the BPF 1.15 RATING or the USA Baseball logo on the bat.  “Drop” is length in inches minus
weight in ounces.  If a batter steps into the batting box with an illegal bat, that batter can be declared out without receiving even one
pitch.  The umpire is allowed to make this call without first being alerted by the opposing coach.  The use of an illegal bat cannot be
protested by the opposing coach once the 1st pitch to the next batter occurs.
i) Example 1:  The barrel is 2 3/4”, has a length of 27, weight is 17 ounces, but no BPF or USA Baseball stamp.  BAT IS OK (the drop does

not exceed 10).
ii) Example 2:  The barrel is 2 3/4”, has a length of 27, weight is 15 ounces, a marking indicates it as a “coach-pitch” bat, and it has a BPF

1.15 or USA Baseball stamp.  BAT IS OK (drop 12 and has a coach-pitch marking, but has a BPF 1.15 rating or USA Baseball stamp).
iii) Example 3:  The barrel is 2 3/4”, has a length of 27, weight is 15 ounces, but no BPF or USA Baseball stamp.  BAT IS ILLEGAL (drop 12

without a BPF 1.15 rating or USA Baseball logo).
iv) Example 4:  The barrel is 2 ¼”, has a length of 27, weight is 13 ounces, but no BPF or USA Baseball stamp.  BAT IS OK (barrel size is not

greater than 2 ¼”, and therefore no markings are necessary).
c) Batting helmets are required to be worn by all players on the batting team when batting, running the bases, or standing on-deck waiting

to hit.  Each coach is provided batting helmets and may request additional helmets as needed.
d) Metal spikes are NOT allowed.
e) Catchers:

i) Must wear a protective cup behind the plate.  The umpire will ask if all catchers are ‘properly equipped’, if not the game may be
forfeited and the coach could be legally liable.  If the catcher is a girl, it is the girl's parent's discretion for her to wear a pelvic
protector; however it is highly recommended that she wear one. MBSA encourages all players to wear a cup.

ii) Must wear either a “Hockey Style” mask or a “Two-Piece” mask with protective covering over both ears.  Skullcaps are not allowed.
iii) Must wear a chest protector and shin guards.
iv) Must wear a catcher’s mitt.

3) Gameplay
a) The Umpires are in charge upon arriving on the playing field and until they declare the game to be over and depart the playing field.
b) Minimum number of players to play the game is 8 per team.

i) At game time both teams must have no less than 8 players at that time.  If one team has 8 or more players present on the field or
dugout, and the other does not, it will be considered a forfeit win.  A team must have at least 8 players at all times during the game,
so having only 7 players will also result in a forfeit.  Forfeited score is 6-0.

ii) If both teams have less than 8 players, it is a double forfeit and a reasonable score will be determined by the League Director such
that neither team will benefit from tie breakers as a result of its own forfeit.

iii) A team playing with 8 players will additionally have a penalty of the 9th batter in the lineup being an automatic out.
c) The official scorekeeper is provided by the home team.  If the field has a working scoreboard, the operator is provided by the visiting

team.  MBSA will schedule one umpire.  Standings are kept based on scores reported by the home team following the game.
d) Timing:

i) The game is scheduled for 6 innings.  A time limit of 1-hour 15 minutes will also be in effect. If the game is tied after both teams have
played six (6) complete innings or the time limit has expired, the game is over. NOTE: If official time has expired, the umpire will allow
the game to complete the inning in consideration of the score and home team assignment. There is no hard clock.

ii) Prior to the game the Umpire in Charge will meet with both coaches and declare the start time based on the Umpire's watch. The
Chief Umpire will instruct the official scorekeeper to write the time in the scorebook and, if the field has a working scoreboard,
instruct the scoreboard operator to start the clock.

iii) If a scoreboard isn’t being used, the Umpire in Charge will announce the 10-15 minute mark, typically between ½ innings, to both
coaches.

iv) A new inning starts immediately upon the home team making the third out. If time has not expired, another inning will be played.
v) After the expiration of time has been confirmed, the batter at the plate will complete his at-bat, then the game will either be called

complete or continue to finish the inning based on the situation of the game.
e) The game is over when one team is mathematically eliminated (cannot catch up per the 5 run per inning limit). The game may continue to

be played as a scrimmage if regulation time allows, but the official score is the Mercy Run Rule Score. If the teams choose to continue to
play as a scrimmage after the Mercy Run Rule is in effect they must immediately leave the field at the end of regulation time.



f) A game that is called due to weather or playing conditions will be considered complete if either the ‘losing’ team has completed 3 innings
of at-bats or if the teams have played for at least 45 minutes. The final score will be the score from the last completed inning.

g) If a game is called off before it is official but after one or more innings have been played, the game will resume play exactly where it left
off once re-scheduled by the league – home team scorebook will be utilized to resume play and all records, including time and pitching
shall be counted. Note: If one inning was not completed, the rescheduled game will start from the beginning.

h) The home team is responsible for reporting the score of the game within 24 hours of completion. Scores must be entered on the website.
Please realize that a 16 run differential is the maximum that is mathematically possible.

i) It is important to quickly get the players switched from offense to defense to speed up game play.
i) Player Pitchers get 5 warm up pitches to start the game and when they first enter in relief.
ii) Player Pitchers who have already been in the game get the minimum of 3 pitches or 90 seconds between innings.
iii) The catcher should be in his gear prior to, or quickly following, his team’s turn at-bat.
iv) If a catcher is not ready between innings, a coach should be used for warming up the player pitcher.

j) The rules of Major League Baseball shall be used except for the rule variations described in this and other rules documented by the MBSA.
Note the following common clarifications:
i) Infield Fly Rule is not in effect
ii) Dropped Third Strike is not applicable
iii) A coach can visit the player pitcher at the mound once per inning.  If a second trip occurs to the same player pitcher in the same

inning, or a third trip to the same player pitcher in the game occurs, a pitching change must be made.
k) Batting:

i) The “on-deck” batter must be located directly behind the batter’s back (i.e. when a right-handed batter is at the plate, the on deck
batter must be in the on-deck circle of the 3rd base side). Only one person is allowed on deck. Between innings, batters are allowed
to warm-up in front of their dugout until the umpire starts play of the new inning.

ii) A courtesy runner can be used for a Player Pitcher or Catcher of record at any time.  This will be the player who made the previous
out, even if it was in the prior inning.  The Player Pitcher and Catcher of record are the ones who completed the last half inning in
those positions.
(1) If you are in the 1st inning and no outs have been made, the courtesy runner should be the last player in the batting order.
(2) A courtesy runner is strongly recommended for the catcher of record when there are 2 outs to speed up the game.

iii) If a bat is thrown (as determined by the umpire), the offensive team will receive one warning. A second violation by the same team
will result in the player being called out. If a thrown bat hits the catcher or the umpire, the player will be called out without a team
warning.

iv) Each team will bat until 3 outs are made or 5 runs are scored.
v) Continuous batting is used.  Players arriving after the start of the game will be added to the bottom of the batting order.
vi) Bunting is not allowed.
vii) Baserunning

(1) The umpires should let plays continue until completion because runners always advance at their own risk and may be tagged
out between bases.  After the play, the umpire will appropriately return runners to bases or call them out as he sees fit in
accordance with the rules.  Should a runner make it ‘safely’ to home plate, but did so as a result of breaking the MBSA’s special
Baserunning rules, he may not be tagged out during that play.

(2) Tight bases are used, so runners may not lead off or steal bases.
(3) If a batted ball reaches the outfield, the following baserunning rules apply:

o The batter and all runners may continue to advance as many bases as they choose until the first time an infielder controls
the ball on the infield, at which point they may only continue to advance to the base for which they were already headed.
A runner is considered "headed" to a base when he has rounded the previous base.

o If the batted ball is a popup caught by a fielder in the outfield, the runners are allowed to tag-up and run just as they could
on any other batted ball which reaches the outfield.

(4) Restrictions to Baserunning on Overthrows:
o Definition: An Overthrow is a throw originated by an infielder (P, C, 1B, 2B, SS, 3B) and gets 10 feet past the targeted fielder.

To be clear, a throw from an outfielder, no matter where he stands, is never considered an Overthrow and none of the
following restrictions apply.

o Runners, including the batter, may advance two bases from ‘time of pitch’ at their own risk due to an overthrow (as defined
above). If another throw is attempted during the same play and it results in an overthrow, it is not valid. No further
advancement is allowed other than the first overthrow ruling and advancement. If the overthrow results in a base runner
being thrown out, the play is valid and the runner is out.

o No runner may advance to home as a result of an Overthrow. Note: If the runner had already made it past 3rd base before
the Overthrow occurred, he is allowed to score on the play; except that he should be sent back to 3rd base if the umpire
judges that the runner had stopped and then started again only as a result of an Overthrow.

viii) Each team will bat until 3 outs are made or 5 runs are scored.
ix) Continuous batting and free substitution is used.  Players arriving after the start of the game will be added to the bottom of the

batting order.
l) Fielding:

i) Coaches can use up to 10 players on defense.  A set infield consisting of P, C, 1B, 2B, SS, and 3B must be used, and all other players
must be positioned at least 30' feet beyond the basepaths once the pitcher makes contact with the pitcher’s rubber plate.

ii) Free substitutions. A player may be removed from a defensive position and still return to a defensive position later in the game.
However, pitchers may not return to the mound after being removed from the pitcher position.



iii) Each player must play a minimum of two complete innings on defense.  Coaches are encouraged to rotate players both with regards
to positions played, as well as who sits on the bench when there are more than 9-players.

m) Pitching:
i) Three game balls will be in the possession of the offensive pitching coach when the play begins with their half of the inning. This

coach will be in a position close to the mound to facilitate the rotation of balls into the game and to speed his entry into the game
after the 3rd called ball is pitched by the pitcher.

ii) The pitcher will pitch the ball. If the catcher catches the pitch, he will throw the ball back to the pitcher. If the catcher misses the ball,
the offensive pitching coach will hand the pitcher the next ball to be pitched. The backstop coach will hold the previously thrown ball
out of play.

iii) After all three balls have been pitched and passed by the catcher, the backstop coach will toss all balls back to the offensive pitching
coach for the process to start again. This will last until the umpire has called ball 3. Once ball 3 is called the offensive pitching coach
will take the pitching position on the field.

iv) Player Pitcher:
(1) Player Pitcher shall pitch from the rubber on the pitcher’s mound.
(2) Intentional walks are not allowed
(3) Player Pitcher shall pitch until one of the following occur:

o Three (3) strikes are achieved
o A ball is put into play
o Three (3) balls are achieved
o Foul balls on the kid pitcher are continuous until a pitch for a ball is recorded

(4) If three batters in a single inning are awarded first base because they are “hit by pitch” from a single pitcher, that pitcher must
be removed from the mound.

(5) Player Pitcher is not required to wear a mask.
v) Coach Pitcher:

(1) Cannot distract the player pitcher. Coach Pitcher must remain silent and cannot coach the batter while the player pitcher is
pitching.

(2) Enters the game when the player pitcher reaches 3 called balls.
(3) When the Coach Pitcher is pitching the Player pitcher shall stand no more than 5 feet from the edge of the pitcher’s mound.
(4) The Coach Pitcher shall pitch from the rubber on the pitcher’s mound.
(5) The Coach Pitcher inherits the strike count.

o If the batter has no strikes called the Coach Pitcher receives 3 pitches.
o If the batter has one (1) called strike the Coach Pitcher receives 2 pitches.
o If the batter has two (2) called strikes the Coach Pitcher receives 1 pitch.
o Foul Balls off Coach Pitcher is unlimited.
o If a Coach pitcher hits a batter with a pitch, the batter may not take 1st base and it will be considered a strike.

(6) If a batted ball hits the Offensive Coach serving as pitcher, the play will be declared dead and the pitch treated as a no pitch. The
Coach will be allowed to retry the pitch.

(7) Once the ball is put in play, the Coach Pitcher cannot coach any runner.
(8) When the ball is in play, the coach pitcher must not interfere, hinder or confuse the defense or the umpire. If this infraction

occurs (intentionally or unintentionally), the umpire may return any runner(s) to their previously touched bases and/or call any
runner(s) out. This is an umpire judgment call and therefore will not be subject to appeal.

vi) One of the following results can be achieved during each at bat:
(1) A batter can successfully record a base hit
(2) A batter can record an out by batted ball
(3) A batter can record an out by strikeout

o This can be any combination of strikes from player pitcher or coach pitcher
(4) A batter can be Hit by Pitch and obtain first base (player pitcher only) – Batter must attempt to get out of the way.

o A batter that is hit by a pitch must take first base
vii) Coaches are required to keep a pitching log throughout the season.  The pitching log can be found on the league website, should be

printed prior to the season, kept with the team at all games, and signed by both team’s representative after each game.
viii) Player Pitching limits

(1) Any player on a regular season team may pitch. (NOTE: There is no limit to the number of pitchers a team may use in a game.)
(2) A pitcher once removed from the mound cannot return as a pitcher.
(3) The manager must remove the pitcher when said pitcher reaches the limit for his/her league age as noted below, but the

pitcher may remain in the game at another position:

League Age
13-14u 95* pitches per day
11-12u 85* pitches per day
9-10u 75* pitches per day
8u 50* pitches per day



*Exception: If a pitcher reaches a day(s) of rest threshold imposed for his/her league age while facing a batter, the pitcher
may continue to pitch until any one of the following conditions occurs: 1.That batter reaches base; 2. That batter is put out; 3.
The third out is made to complete the half-inning. The pitcher will only be required to observe the calendar day(s) of rest for the
threshold he/she reached during that at-bat, provided the coach ‘declared’ this will be the last batter faced for that pitcher prior
to reaching the day(s) of rest threshold and the pitcher is removed before delivering a pitch to another batter.

(4) Pitchers league age 14 and under must adhere to the following rest requirements:
o If a player pitches 66 or more pitches in a day, four (4) calendar days of rest must be observed.
o If a player pitches 51 - 65 pitches in a day, three (3) calendar days of rest must be observed.
o If a player pitches 36 - 50 pitches in a day, two (2) calendar days of rest must be observed.
o If a player pitches 21 - 35 pitches in a day, one (1) calendar days of rest must be observed.
o If a player pitches 1-20 pitches in a day, no (0) calendar day of rest is required.
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 0 Days 1 Day 2 days 3 Days 4 Days

8u 50* 1-20 21-35 36-50 N/A N/A 50*

9-10 75* 1-20 21-35 36-50 51-65 66+ 75*

11-12 85* 1-20 21-35 36-50 51-65 66+ 100*

13-14 95* 1-20 21-35 36-50 51-65 66+ 125*

* If a pitcher reaches a day(s) of rest threshold imposed for his/her league age while facing a batter, the pitcher may
continue to pitch until any one of the following conditions occurs: 1.That batter reaches base; 2. That batter is put
out; 3. The third out is made to complete the half-inning. The pitcher will only be required to observe the calendar
day(s) of rest for the threshold he/she reached during that at-bat, provided the coach ‘declared’ this will be the last
batter faced for that pitcher prior to reaching the day(s) of rest threshold and the pitcher is removed before
delivering a pitch to another batter.

(5) Each team must designate the scorekeeper or another game official as their pitch count recorder for each game. The visiting
team’s pitch count recorder will be the official pitch count recorder for the game.

(6) The pitch count recorder must provide the current pitch count for any pitcher when requested by either manager or any umpire.
However, the manager is responsible for knowing when his/her pitcher must be removed.

(7) The official pitch count recorder should inform the umpire-in-chief when a pitcher has delivered his/her maximum limit of
pitches for the game. The umpire-in-chief will inform the pitcher’s manager that the pitcher must be removed in accordance
with the rules. However, the failure by the pitch count recorder to notify the umpire-in-chief, and/or the failure of the
umpire-in-chief to notify the manager, does not relieve the manager of his/her responsibility to remove a pitcher when that
pitcher is no longer eligible.

(8) Violation of any section of this regulation should be reported to the league director. Multiple violations by a manager could
result in disciplinary actions including but not limited to game suspensions. If a violation occurs in the middle of the game, the
pitcher should be removed and the game resume. Game protests are not allowed.

NOTES:
(i) The withdrawal of an ineligible pitcher after that pitcher is announced, or after a warm-up pitch is delivered, but

before that player has pitched a ball to a batter, shall not be considered a violation.
(ii) Pitches delivered in games declared “Regulation” or “Suspended Games” shall be charged against pitcher’s eligibility.
(iii) When suspended games resume on another day, the pitchers of record at the time the game was halted may continue

to pitch to the extent of their eligibility for that day, provided said pitcher has observed the required days of rest.

Examples:
1. A league age 12 pitcher delivers 70 pitches in a game on Monday when the game is suspended. The game

resumes on the following Friday. The pitcher is not eligible to pitch in the resumption of the game because
he/she has not observed the required days of rest.



2. A league age 12 pitcher delivers 70 pitches in a game on Monday when the game is suspended. The game
resumes on Saturday. The pitcher is eligible to pitch up to 30 more pitches in the resumption of the game
because he/she has observed the required days of rest and 30 will hit the weekly max.

3. A league age 12 pitcher delivers 70 pitches in a game on Monday when the game is suspended. The game
resumes two weeks later. The pitcher is eligible to pitch up to 85 pitches in the resumption of the game, provided
he/she is eligible based on his/her pitching record during the previous four days.

(iv) Monday – Sunday equals 1 week.  All games, regular season and tournament games count towards the weekly pitch
count.

n) Coaches:
i) 3 Offensive coaches allowed:  At most, the offensive team is allowed a 1st base coach, 3rd base coach, and a coach pitcher. The

offensive base coaches must remain in the coach’s box.
ii) 2 defensive coaches will be allowed on the field

(1) The defensive team is required to have one coach behind home plate to retrieve the ball to keep the pace of play. The coach
must move out of the field of play on a batted ball and may not coach the catcher during the play.

(2) The second defensive coach will be allowed on the field, and must remain in the vicinity of the dugout. Stools and buckets must
be kept in the dugout and not on the field.

iii) Appeals regarding a specific play should be handled by the head coach and conducted in a sportsmanship like manner.   Judgment
calls (such as safe-out) can only be appealed if the umpire making the call agrees to ask the other umpire for help.

iv) Reminder:  Coaches are responsible for the conduct of their players and player’s parents and the coach can be subject to ejection if
he cannot control them.  The umpire may take immediate disciplinary action on any participant (coach, player, or attendee):
(1) Use of drugs or alcohol
(2) Use of profanity, racism, or sexism
(3) Poor sportsmanship or uncontrollable temper; this includes throwing any type of equipment
(4) Arguing or badgering with the field officials

v) Game protests are not allowed.
vi) To maintain the integrity of the league, as well as consistency and fairness for all children, Coaches are expected to follow all MBSA

rules (e.g. no gentlemen's agreements before the game).  Discipline may result if rules are purposely and/or repeatedly disobeyed.
o) Miscellaneous:

i) Illness rule:  If a player becomes ill or injured and cannot continue, or must leave the game for any other reason, then they can be
removed from the line-up without penalty, unless this takes the team down to 8-players, in which case the spot in the batting order
becomes an out.  If the player is on base, the umpire can approve a substitute runner if the player is being scratched from the game.

ii) Blood rule: Any player with visible bleeding or blood on clothing must leave the game until you are able to stop the bleeding, change
clothing, or cover blood. Free substitutions apply. If the player at bat comes up, you will skip the player with no ‘automatic out’
called.

iii) Jewelry and Distractions:
(1) Players are NOT allowed to wear metal jewelry.  Rope/non-metal jewelry is allowed to be worn during MBSA games; however, in

any respect, anything deemed distracting will not be allowed to be worn by the pitcher. The umpire will be the final
decision-maker on whether the pitcher may wear the item.

(2) Pitchers are never allowed to wear white long sleeve undershirts, sweat bands or batting gloves on their pitching hand.
iv) No Show Rule: Any team that does not give a 24-hour notice of not being able to show up for their scheduled game will have to pay a

fine of $100.00. The MBSA Board of Directors will decide to waive the fine due to extenuating circumstances on a case by case basis.
If a team gives notice, and the game is subsequently rescheduled for any reason, such as rainout, the team will not be charged a
forfeit, if they play the rescheduled game.

v) No Contact Rule:
(1) No Contact Rule: Runners must seek to avoid contact if possible. This should not be interpreted as “MUST SLIDE”. If contact is

deemed malicious the offending player may be ejected; if contact is not deemed malicious the offending player may be called
out. Malicious contact and the corresponding penalty are judgment calls to be made by the umpire and may not be appealed.

vi) Ejections:
(1) Any coach, parent, or player who does not comply with an ejection, or with the disciplinary actions of the MBSA Integrity and

Discipline Committee, or who fails to leave the park within 90 seconds of the ejection or notice of suspension, shall cause play
to stop until they comply and leave the park. “Leave the park” means leaving the entire area of the field complex, excluding the
parking lot. If the offender continues to fail to comply, then the game will be considered complete with the offender’s team
given a forfeit by the score of 6-0.


